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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

For  the assessment  of  the seismic  vulnerability  of  a historical  building,  knowledge  is  a fundamental
prerequisite  for  a reliable  assessment  of  the  current  seismic  safety  and  for  the  choice  of  an  effective
action  of  improvement.  Nowadays,  thanks  to the available  technology  used  in the  field  of  architectural
surveying,  laser  scanning  and digital  photogrammetry,  it is possible  to define  the  exact  geometry  of
any case  study.  The  main  aim  of  the  research  is  to highlight  the relationship  between  the  architectural
survey,  performed  using  3D  laser  scanner  methodology,  and  the structural  analysis  based  on the finite
element  method  (FEM).  The  case  of  study  consists  of  an  important  and  unique  construction,  which  is
the  baptistery  of San  Giovanni  in Tumba  (Italy).  After  data  acquisition,  developed  by  using  optical  3D
measurement  techniques,  the  proposed  procedure  sought  to  generate  a NURBS  model  starting  from  very
dense  outlines  obtained  by point  cloud  slices.  Subsequently,  the  analysis  was  developed  in  a nonlinear
framework,  in which  the behavior  of the  structure  under  seismic  loads  is  investigated.  In  particular,
the  modal  characteristics  of  the  structure  allow  the use  of a  nonlinear  analysis  based  on  the  pushover
methodology.  In  addition,  structural  behavior  has  been  analyzed  by  means  of  a nonlinear  response  history
analysis,  in  which  consistent  ground  motions  were  adopted  to  reproduce  seismic  loads.

©  2017  Elsevier  Masson  SAS.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Despite the structural differences that characterize historic
buildings (architectural styles, materials, skilled workers), earth-
quakes are the main cause of both damage and cultural heritage
loss. For the assessment of the seismic vulnerability of a historical
building, knowledge is a fundamental prerequisite for a reliable
assessment of the current seismic safety and for the choice of an
effective action of improvement [1,2]. The problems are the same
for all existing buildings; however, in the case of historic landmark
buildings, given their importance, the difficulty in determining
exactly the data characterizing the original structure, the changes
occurring over time due to damage phenomena resulting from
anthropogenic changes, to the materials’ age and natural disasters,
is more critical. Furthermore, a complete investigation campaign
could be too invasive on the building itself. Knowledge of building
masonry can be achieved with different detail levels, depending
on the accuracy of survey operations, historical research and
experimental investigations. Therefore, it is necessary to improve
analysis techniques and interpretation of historical artefacts
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through cognitive stages characterized by different degrees of reli-
ability, also taking into account their impact. As matter of fact, the
historical buildings are often characterized by irregular shapes and
thus, a simplified approach may  lead to either invalid or inaccurate
evaluations. Nowadays, thanks to the available technology used in
the field of architectural survey, it is possible to define the exact
shape of any case study acquiring its full geometry [3].

The main aim of the present research is to highlight the rela-
tionship between the architectural survey and structural analysis
to predict the vulnerability status of a historical building. In this
framework, there are closely interconnected three issues, namely:
the acquisition of geometrical data (performed with 3D Laser
Scanner [LS]), geometrical and material modelling, and the struc-
tural analysis performed by means the finite element method
(FEM) approach. Compared with the traditional survey method,
the operator does not have a fundamental role in data acquisi-
tion. In the past, during the acquisition phase, the operator had
a fundamental role in order to discretize the complexity and
the shape of the construction. Despite existing techniques, such
as non-photographic (graphic documentation, hand measuring)
or photographic (photography, rectified photography, computer-
rectified photography, photogrammetry and thermography), 3D
LS and digital photogrammetry represent today andvanced tech-
nologies available for measuring and documenting objects [4]. In
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particular, digital photogrammetry is typically used to create high-
resolution textured 3D models, whereas 3D laser scanning is able
to reproduce the 3D point cloud data, creating high-resolution geo-
metric models. Combined strategies are also proposed, in which, for
instance, a digital photogrammetry survey is utilized to improve
the point cloud data acquired by the 3D LS [5]. However, 3D LS
techniques after the generation of the 3D numerical model, i.e.
point cloud, require the identification of the geometric propor-
tions, the definition of geometrical and topological data [6]. In
particular, in order to acquire the full geometry, the point cloud
of an object requires the union of many acquisitions, in which
the position of the 3D LS is changed [7]. However, this type of
three-dimensional model cannot be used for structural numerical
analysis, as it is formed by many discrete points defined by three-
dimensional coordinates. In order to use the geometric data derived
by 3D LS, it is necessary to perform some operations that trans-
form point cloud into a continuum model [8,9]. In this framework,
proper CAD repairing algorithms, to correctly create boundary and
interelement connectivity and to reconstruct solid or 3D surfaces,
are much required [10]. Nowadays, thanks to the modern computer
aided design systems, it is possible to create detailed geometrical
models derived from very complex shapes [11].

In this framework, a methodology based on 3D LS survey is
implemented in [12] to analyze the geometry changes in the struc-
ture, with the purpose to assess some activated mechanisms in
the macro-elements of the historical building. Moreover, nonlin-
ear static analyses based on Pushover Analysis (PA) formulation
are proposed for high towers, in which a simplified approach is uti-
lized to identify the structural geometry [13]. An innovative refined
strategy for the survey of a historical monument based on 3D LS or
digital photogrammetry is proposed in [14], in which FEM mod-
elling is derived to assess the seismic vulnerability by means of
simplified pushover analyses conducted on the generated mesh.
Despite existing works available from the literature, the present
paper aims introduce a relationship between a refined survey based
on 3D LS technique and enhanced nonlinear analyses based on
static or dynamic approaches. In order to verify the proposed pro-
cedure, a nonstandard historical building is considered, in which
several complexities arise in the mesh generation process due to
the complexities and irregularities of the structure. As case of study,
it is considered the baptistery of San Giovanni in Tumba located in
Monte Sant’Angelo, Apulia (IT). This architectural work, built in the
twelfth century, is poorly known. Even today, this masterpiece of
southern Italy has not received great attention, despite UNESCO
recognizing the municipality in which it is located. In this frame-
work, the 3D Survey has played a fundamental role. Indeed, thanks
to the synoptic representation obtained from the 3D Survey, some
structural problems were identified. Moreover, in order to reach a
better knowledge of the structural behavior, an accurate finite ele-
ment modeling was developed to identify the structural integrity
under seismic actions. Finally, with the purpose to verify the perti-
nence of the proposed procedure, comparisons in terms of damage
patterns obtained by FEM approach and 3D survey are conducted.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the
description of the structure; Section 3 illustrates the data acqui-
sition campaign and the elaborations of some complex drawings.
In Section 4, the procedure to transform the point cloud in a
FE model is presented. In Section 5, the results arising from the
Eigen-frequency analysis, PA and Response History Analysis (RHA)
are reported. Finally, in Section 6 the discussion of the proposed
results is presented.

2. The baptistery of San Giovanni in Tumba

The baptistery of San Giovanni in Tumba, declared a national
monument in 1858, is located in the town of Monte Sant’Angelo

(Foggia, Italy). Starting from the fifth Century, this location was
the place from which the worship of St Michael spread throughout
Europe. In 2011, the Shrine dedicated to St Michael, was  included
in UNESCO’s world heritage list with the official name of The Longo-
bards in Italy, Places of Power, 568–774 A.D.  The scientific consensus
is that this construction was built during the XII century. However,
this monument presents some enigmatic aspects. In particular, for
some years, the structure was  identified with the name of tomb of
Rothari. Instead, nowadays, the name is baptistery of San Giovanni
in Tumba; according to some theories, Tumba means mound while,
for other scientific opinions, it derives from the Latin language with
the meaning of vault. The second unsolved problem concerns the
original function. Despite the controversy among researchers, the
consensus is that the monument was  built as baptistery. Differing
opinions are that the structure was  a bell tower, a fortification tower
or a sepulcher [15]. Observed from the outside, the building shape
is formed by a prism (Fig. 1a and c). This prism has a square shape
in the lower part, whereas above the second order of windows,
the outline is characterized by an irregular octagonal polygon. The
octagonal form is necessary for linking the lower structure with the
parabolic shell (external height of 22.45 meters). Indeed, inside, at
the vertices of the quadrilateral plan the monument presents four
pillars formed by semi-columns (Fig. 1e), whereas four pointed
arches are noted on the pillars. These arches, three on each side,
are formed by a concentric shape, except for the east side, where
there is a hemispherical apse (Fig. 3b). The southeast side is adja-
cent to the apse of St Pietro’s church. The south side is flanked by
the passageway between the baptistery and the church of St Maria
Maggiore, whereas the remaining sides are adjacent to other build-
ings. However, due to the presence of a small gallery that surrounds
these sides, these constructions do not affect the structural inde-
pendence of the baptistery. Below the arches, on the north side, a
small grotto at the center of natural rock is observed (Fig. 2a and g).
In the past, this grotto contained an altar and a tomb, from which
some human bones were removed during the 1922 restauration
[16]. Above the grotto, some signs of an opening are present. This
opening, nowadays closed, linked the structure with the level of
the road in the past. The floor of the structure presents some traces
of ancient tombs, while a small ladder, nowadays covered with a
grid, led to a crypt, in which the corpses of laymen and priests were
placed in special structures named “colatoi” (strainer rooms used to
desiccate the bodies, eliminating bodily fluids) (Fig. 1f) after death.
The level above is characterized by the gallery referred to above and
by two  orders of overlapped windows. As reported on Fig. 1h, the
internal outline of the structures is octagonal. At a greater height,
the inside outline of the structure becomes pseudo-elliptical and a
dome with pseudo-parabolic profile develops. The internal room is
enriched with decorations and sculptures in stark contrast with the
external architecture [17]. With the aid of photo planes obtained
by photogrammetry technique, we  observed more engravings that
show religious symbols, as well as human and animal figures. Dur-
ing the XIX century, the structure deteriorated, and in 1887, some
structural reinforcement works were executed [18]. Afterwards,
in 1892 the buttress was built, because the southeast corner was
“unstable”. In 1907, the external masonry was reinforced by means
of local stone by E. Bernich [19]. Subsequently, other structural
rehabilitation operation such as elimination of the upper portion
of the buttress, of chains and some structural reinforcement oper-
ations were conducted [20].

3. 3D survey

In order to acquire the full geometry of the case study, two
different devices were used in this acquisition campaign: LEICA
Geosystems HDS 3000 Laser Scanner and Nikon D5200 digital
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